Dress Code
Philosophy
The Dress Code at Bishop Fenwick is a reflection of Fenwick’s unity and community. The appearance of our
students reflects their commitment to academic excellence and their feeling of school pride. Whether in band or
chorus, football or field hockey, members of a team recognize that wearing the team uniform instills a sense of
belonging and evokes a sense of purpose. This is the purpose of the uniform at Fenwick.
Our students are our greatest ambassadors, and in all they do—from what they wear to how they act—they
represent Bishop Fenwick. Wearing Fenwick colors—on the field and in the classroom—demonstrates the
unique Fenwick spirit. The appearance of our students must reflect respect for the uniform they wear and the
School they attend.
Finally, the Dress Code emphasizes that all are one at Fenwick. To be sure, we are not the same; we embrace
our difference and we celebrate our diversity. And we are united with and equal to each other. No person is
better or worse than another in our community. All persons are valued as integral to the Fenwick Family,
deserving of respect and dignity. This is why we wear the Black and Gold.
Uniform
School Uniform
• Pants: Traditional Chino-style pants may be purchased from JB Pride Uniforms. If purchased
elsewhere, please make sure the pants are appropriately fitting (not skin-tight) and consistent with the
traditional cut of Chino-style pants.
• Shirt: Bishop Fenwick Polo Shirt must be purchased from JB Pride Uniforms. Colors are black, white,
and grey. Only white, black, or grey t-shirts may be worn under Fenwick Polos.
• Pullover: Bishop Fenwick School Quarter-Zip Fleece or Sweater must be purchased from JB Pride
Uniforms or from the Fenwick School Store. Colors are black, white, and grey.
• Shoes: Full closed shoes or sneakers must be worn. No slippers or moccasins.
• Facemasks/coverings: Facemasks/coverings must meet all health guidelines. In addition, they may not
contain offensive or derogatory images or sayings.
School Logo
• JB Pride Uniforms will apply the Fenwick logo when ordering the polos, fleece, and sweaters.
• The Fenwick School Store will apply the Fenwick logo on all quarter-zip pullovers.
• All apparel from the waist up must have the Fenwick logo on it.
Warm Weather
• From the start of the school year to Columbus Day weekend, and from the return of April vacation to the
end of the school year, shorts and skorts may be worn.
• Bermuda-style khaki shorts of appropriate length are acceptable for boys and girls. Again, the fit and cut
must be appropriate; knee-length is expected.
• Khaki skorts of appropriate length are acceptable for girls and must be purchased through JB Pride
Uniforms.

